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Employment: a
prerequisite to renting
or owning
After reading this chapter, you will be able to:

real demand
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• apply employment trends to your local real estate industry; and
• anticipate real estate sales volume and price movement in the
months ahead.

Chapter
1.1

Of all the factors affecting California real estate, employment has the most
impact. This is true in good economic times, and times of economic recession
and financial crisis.
Without jobs, wage earners have insufficient financial ability to make
rent or mortgage payments. Thus, the unemployed are forced to move in
with relatives or friends, negatively impacting the housing market and the
economy.
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Figure 1 and Figure 2 track the number of people employed in California. These charts
show total employment numbers statewide (Figure 1) and for California’s five most
populous counties (Figure 2). The gray bars indicate periods of recession in the United
States (as tracked by the National Bureau of Economic Research).

real demand
The demand of enduser buyer-occupants
in the real estate
market.
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High unemployment stems from inability of businesses to provide
employment — work. When the economy is slow, businesses have less need
to occupy and use retail space, office suites, warehouses for inventory and
distribution, industrial buildings for production or land for development.
Thus, commercial real estate experiences high vacancy rates, and much
rented space goes unused — a temporary wasting of allocated capital.

E

Demand (real demand, as opposed to artificial demand stimulated by hitand-run speculators) rises for all types of real estate when local jobs increase,
as during periods of economic development. Additions to the local labor force
tend to drive up rents and property prices in the vicinity when the point of
optimal occupancy has been reached. On the other hand, a decline in the
number of local jobs reduces the need for all types of real estate, as during a
recession. [For a discussion of artificial speculator demand, see Factor 3: Real
estate speculation]

Jobs set the
trend

The current trend in the number of individuals employed in a region sets the
direction for:
•

the volume of rentals and sales during the following 12 to 18 months;
and

•

the price movement of rents and prices paid for the use and occupancy
of real estate during the following 24 to 30 months.

Job issues which affect the level of rents and prices paid for property include:
•

the quantity of employed individuals;

•

the quality of existing jobs;
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• the level of wages paid; and
•

the type of jobs existing and developing in the local market.
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Historically, California jobs create homeowners and tenants on an
approximate 50:50 basis, with half of all households owning the residence
they occupy and the other half renting it. This number leaned toward more
homeowners and fewer tenants during the Millennium Boom. However, the
homeownership rate rapidly declined in recent years. [See Factor 4: Home
equity]

Quantity of
employed
individuals

The appreciation or depreciation of property values is triggered by increases
or decreases in local population density and the economics (numbers and
pay levels) of local jobs.

E

Of California’s largest counties, San Francisco has experienced the quickest
job growth since the 2008 recession. San Francisco has far surpassed its
prerecession levels, even accounting for population gain. This is largely
due to the area’s bubble-prone technology industry. California’s populous
counties have also exceeded pre-recession employment levels, while some
northern and far inland counties have yet to recover from the 2008 recession.
However, with the exception of San Francisco, California’s job market has yet
to catch up with population gain, though it is likely to catch up by 2020. [See
Factor 25: Regional housing indicators]
The unemployed and underemployed are of little to no concern to the real
estate market. Unemployment numbers tell us only who cannot participate
in the real estate industry, but are here somewhere. Individuals who work to
earn a living, the 99%, first need a full-time job before they can buy or rent.
See Figures 1 and 2 for historical and current projections of the number of
people employed in California, and in its most populous counties.
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Chapter 1.1
Summary

Employment is the single most important factor in determining the
future vigor of the real estate market.

Chapter 1.1
Key Term

real demand ...................................................................................... pg. 2

The number of employed individuals and the rate of job creation set the
trend for sales and rental volume in the following 12 to 18 months. The
employment numbers set price movement during the following 24 to
30 months.
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After reading this chapter, you will be able to:
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• understand an employing broker’s responsibility to continually
oversee the real estate activities of the agents they employ;
• appreciate the office policies, procedures, rules and systems a
broker implements to comply with their duties owed to clients
and others;
• develop a business model for implementing the supervisory
duties required of a broker;
• use an employment agreement to establish the duties of a sales
agent employed under a broker and the agent’s need to comply
with the broker’s office policies; and
• discuss how a licensees status relates to labor regulations, taxation
and issues of liability.

E

business model
clients
independent contractor
(IC)

licensed activities
listing agreement

As brokerage services became more prevalent in California in the mid-20th
century and the public demanded greater consistency and competence in
the rendering of these services, the state legislature began standardizing and
regulating:
• who is eligible to become licensees and offer brokerage services;
•
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the duties and obligations owed by licensees to members of the public;
and
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Office Management and Supervision, First Edition

•

the procedures for soliciting and rendering services while conducting
licensed activities on behalf of clients.

Collectively, the standards set the minimum level of conduct expected of a
licensee when dealing with the public, such as competency and honesty.
The key to implementing these professional standards is the education and
training of the licensees.

For these reasons, the individual or corporation which a buyer or seller,
landlord or tenant, or borrower or lender retains to represent them in a real
estate transaction may only be a licensed real estate broker.

SA

listing agreement
A written employment
agreement used by
brokers and agents
when an owner,
buyer, tenant or lender
retains a broker to
render real estate
transactional services
as the agent of the
client. [See RPI Form 102
and 103]

Individuals who wish to become real estate brokers are issued a broker
license by the California Bureau of Real Estate (CalBRE) only after
completing extensive real estate related course work and meeting minimum
experience requirements. On receiving the license, brokers are presumed
to be competent in skill and diligence, with the expectation that they will
conduct themselves in a manner which rises above the minimum level of
duties owed to clientele and other members of the public.
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Broker vs.
sales agent

To retain a broker to act as a real estate agent, the buyer or seller enters into
an employment contract with the broker, called a listing agreement. [See
RPI Form 102 and 103]

Brokers are in a distinctly different category from sales agents. Brokers are
authorized to deal with members of the public to offer, contract for and
render brokerage services for compensation, called licensed activities.
Sales agents are not.1

E

A real estate salesperson is strictly an agent of the employing broker. Agents
cannot contract in their own name or on behalf of anyone other than their
employing broker. Thus, an agent cannot be employed by any person who is
a member of the public. This is why an agent’s license needs to be handed to
the employing broker, who retains possession of the license until the agent
leaves the employ of the broker.2

clients
Members of the public
who retain brokers and
agents to perform real
estate related services.

Only when acting as a representative of the broker may the sales agent
perform brokerage services which only the broker is authorized to contract
for and provide to others, called clients.3
Further, a sales agent may only receive compensation for the real estate
related activities from the employing broker. An agent cannot receive
compensation directly from anyone else, e.g., the seller or buyer, or another
licensee.4

1
2
3
4

Calif. Business and Professions Code §10131
Bus & P C §10160
Grand v. Griesinger (1958) 160 CA2d 397
Bus & P C §10137
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Thus, brokers are the agents of the members of the public who employ them,
while a broker’s sales agents are the agents of the agent, the individuals who
render services for the broker’s clients by acting on behalf of the broker.5
As a result, brokers are responsible for all the activities their agents carry out
within the course and scope of their employment.6
When a broker employs a sales agent to act on behalf of the broker, the broker
is to exercise reasonable supervision over the activities performed by the
agent. Brokers who do not actively supervise their agents risk having their
licenses suspended or revoked by the CalBRE.7
Here, the employing broker’s responsibility to the public includes:

Responsibility
for
continuous
supervision

SA

• on-the-job training for the agent in the procedures and practice of real
estate brokerage; and
• continuous policing by the broker of the agent’s compliance with the
duties owed to buyers and sellers.
The sales agent’s duties owed to the broker’s clients and others in a transaction
are equivalent to the duties owed them by the employing broker.8
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The duties owed to the various parties in a transaction by a broker, which
may be carried out by a sales agent under the employing broker’s supervision,
oversight and management, include:
• the utmost care, integrity, honesty and loyalty in dealings with a
client; and
• the use of skill, care, honesty, fair dealing and good faith in dealings
with all parties to a transaction in the disclosure of information which
adversely affects the value and desirability of the property involved.9

5
6
7
8
9

The
employing
broker’s
management

E

To ensure a broker’s agents are diligently complying with the duties owed
to clientele and others, employing brokers need to establish office policies,
procedures, rules and systems relating to:
•

soliciting and obtaining buyer and seller listings and negotiating real
estate transactions of all types;

•

the documentation arising out of licensed activities which may affect
the rights and obligations of any party, such as agreements, disclosures,
reports and authorizations prepared or received by the agent;

•

the filing, maintenance and storage of all documents affecting the
rights of the parties;

•

the handling and safekeeping of trust funds received by the agent for
deposit, retention or transmission to others;

Calif. Civil Code §2079.13(b)
Gipson v. Davis Realty Company (1963) 215 CA2d 190
Bus & P C §10177(h)
CC2079.13(b)
CC §2079.16

Agency, Fair Housing, Trust Funds, Ethics and Risk Management, 6th Edition
Agency, Chapter 1: Authority to represent others

Agency
Chapter

Agency: authority to
represent others
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After reading this chapter, you will be able to:
•
•
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understand the variations of the agency relationship;
determine how agency relationships are created and the primary
duties owed; and
• discuss why real estate licensing is necessary to protect the
licensees and their clients.
agency
Bureau of Real Estate (BRE)

principal
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An agent is described as “One who is authorized to act for or in place of
another; a representative...” 1

1

An agency relationship exists between principal and agent, master and
servant, and employer and employee.

The Bureau of Real Estate (BRE) was created to oversee licensing and
police a minimum level of professional competency for individuals desiring
to represent others as real estate agents. This mandate is pursued through the
education of individuals seeking an original broker or salesperson license. It
is also pursued on the renewal of an existing license, known as continuing
education. The education is offered in the private and public sectors under
government certification.
Agency in real estate related transactions includes relationships between:
• brokers and members of the public (clients or third parties);
1 Black’s Law Dictionary, Ninth Edition (2009)

agent
One who is
authorized to
represent another,
such as a broker
and client or sales
agent and their
broker.

1

Agency, Fair Housing, Trust Funds, Ethics and Risk Management, 6th Edition
2

Agency, Fair Housing, Trust Funds, Ethics and Risk Management, Sixth Edition

Bureau of Real
Estate (BRE)
Government
agency
designated to
protect the public
through real
estate licensure,
regulation,
education and
enforcement.

licensed sales agents and their brokers; and

• finders and their brokers or principals.
The extent of representation owed to a client by the broker and their agents
depends on the scope of authority the client gives the broker. Authority is
given orally, in writing or through the client’s conduct with the broker.
Agency and representation are synonymous in real estate transactions. A
broker, by accepting an exclusive employment from a client, undertakes the
task of aggressively using due diligence to represent the client and attain
their objectives. Alternatively, an open listing only imposes a best efforts
standard of representation until a match is located and negotiations begin
which imposes the due diligence standard for the duration of negotiations.
An agent is an individual or corporation who represents another, called the
principal, in dealings with third persons. Thus, a principal can never be his
own agent. A principal acts for his own account, not on behalf of another.
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What is an
agent?

•

In real estate transactions:
•

the agent is the real estate broker retained to represent a client for the
purposes hired;

•

the principal is the client, such as a seller, buyer, landlord, tenant,
lender or borrower, who has retained a broker to sell or lease property,
locate a buyer or tenant, or arrange a real estate loan with other persons;
and

•

third persons are individuals, or associations (corporations, limited
partnerships and limited liability companies) other than the broker’s
client, with whom the broker has contact as an agent acting on behalf
of his client.

E

Real estate
jargon

The representation of others undertaken by a real estate broker is called an
agency. Three parties are referred to in agency law: a principal, an agent and
third persons.2
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principal
An individual,
such as a buyer or
seller, represented
by a broker or
agent.

Real estate jargon used by brokers and agents tends to create confusion
among the public. When the jargon is used in legislative schemes, it adds
statutory chaos, academic discussion and consternation among brokers and
agents over the duties of the real estate licensee.
For example, the words real estate agent, as used in the brokerage industry,
mean a real estate salesperson employed by and representing a real estate
broker. Interestingly, real estate salespersons rarely refer to themselves as
sales agents; a broker never does. Instead, they frequently call themselves
“broker associates,” or “realtors,” especially if they are affiliated with a local
trade union. The public calls licensees “realtors,” the generic term for the
trade, much like the term “Kleenex.”
2 Calif. Civil Code §2295

Agency, Fair Housing, Trust Funds, Ethics and Risk Management, 6th Edition
Agency, Chapter 1: Authority to represent others

Legally, a client’s real estate agent is defined as a real estate broker who
undertakes representation of a client in a real estate transaction. Thus, a
salesperson is legally an agent of the agent.
The word “subagency” suffers from even greater contrasts. Subagency serves
both as:
• jargon for fee-splitting agreements between Multiple Listing Service
(MLS) member brokers in some areas of the state; and
•

a legal principle for the authorization given to the third broker by the
seller’s broker or buyer’s agent to also act as an agent on behalf of the
client, sometimes called a broker-to-broker arrangement.
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Fundamental to a real estate agency are the primary duties a broker and
their agents owe the principal. These duties are distinct from the general
duties owed by brokers and agents to all other parties involved in a
transaction.
Primary duties owed to a client in a real estate transaction include
• a due diligence investigation into the subject property;
evaluating the financial impact of the proposed transaction;

•

advising on the legal consequences of documents which affect the
client;

•

considering the tax aspects of the transfer; and
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•

• reviewing the suitability of the client’s exposure to a risk of loss.

To care for and protect both their clients and themselves, all real estate
licensees must:
know the scope of authority given to them by the employment
agreement;

•

document the agency tasks undertaken; and

•

possess sufficient knowledge, ability and determination to perform
the agency tasks undertaken.

E

•

A licensee must conduct himself at or above the minimum acceptable levels
of competency to avoid liability to the client or disciplinary action by the
BRE.
An agency relationship is created in a real estate transaction when a principal
employs a broker to act on his behalf.3
A broker’s representation of a client, such as a buyer or seller, is properly
undertaken on a written employment agreement signed by both the client
and the broker. A written employment agreement is necessary for the broker
to have an enforceable fee agreement. This employment contract is loosely
referred to in the real estate industry as a “listing agreement.”4 [See first
tuesday Form 102 and 103]
3 CC §2307
4 Phillippe v. Shapell Industries, Inc. (1987) 43 C3d 1247

Creation of
the agency
relationship
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SAMPLE QUIZ AND EXAM MATERIAL
Online quiz questions:
Each online quiz appears on its own interactive page. Answer a
question by marking the correct answer selection. Quizzes are not
timed and may be taken as many times as you like. A digital copy
of the reading material is available on this page for your reference.
The quiz and exam questions are similar as they are based on the
same critical concepts. Feedback on your quiz performance and
quiz answers are provided after you complete each quiz.

Online quiz feedback:
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Quiz feedback is available immediately after submitting a quiz
online. Feedback:
• indicates whether each question was answered correctly or
incorrectly;
• bolds the correct answer choice; and
• provides the page number in the book where the concept of
the question is discussed.
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You may print or e-mail a copy of the feedback, or access it later
within your Student Homepage.

Online exam questions:

E

Each online exam appears on its own interactive page
displaying all questions. A timer on the bottom right corner of
the page displays the time remaining to answer all questions.
The passing score is 70%.
Click “Finish” to submit your exam for grading.

Online exam feedback:
You will receive your exam results immediately after clicking
“Finish.”
Exam feedback displays the questions you missed. Excerpts from
the book are provided to explain relevant concepts and clarify the
correct answer.
If you fail an exam, you may take the backup exam at any time.
The backup exam covers the same course material as the original
exam, but the questions are not the same.

